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Global Reach: Institutional Reach by Region
In 2016, 4,893 institutions offered access to the latest content in your journal via either a Wiley License
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WHY PUBLISH?

Writing for publication
• Why do I want to publish this paper
• How much do I want to publish this paper
• What is already known about this subject
• What does this paper add
• Who do I hope will read my paper
• Do I expect them to do anything as a result
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Benefits of publishing
•

Answering a question

•

Sharing what you have learnt

•

Developing an idea

•

Progressing your career

•

Becoming a crazy professor

•

University likes you!

What journals want to publish
• Papers others will read and cite
• Papers that fill the journal
• Papers that build on themes being presented in journal
• Papers that are novel (not lots of the same topic and not
articles on topics that have already had lots written on them)

10 ways not to get your paper published
1. Send it to the wrong journal
2. Don’t plan for how your research will have impact
3. Don’t make your contribution obvious
4. Be unrealistic about the chances of success
5. Don’t spend enough time on your title and abstract
6. Do poor research or explain it poorly
7. Overreach on your conclusions
8. Produce a poorly written piece of work
9. Don’t read and follow the guidelines
10. Give up at the first rejection

1. Send it to the wrong journal
Where are the articles published that you are using?
What is your field of research and literature?

Paper must match the aims and scope of the journal
Would the Australian Journal of Rural Health be likely to publish a paper
on diabetes that recruited participants from a large Regional Centre?

2. Don’t plan for how your research will have impact
Have you got something worth publishing?
• Good question – worth answering
• Good research – rigourous well conducted research
• Good findings – significant results

The publishing journey starts at the design of the study.

3. Don’t make your contribution obvious
• Will your findings impact the thoughts and actions of the
readers?
• Write for what readers might be interested in not what you
want to write
•
•
•
•

What is already known about this subject?
What does this paper add?
Who do I hope will read my paper?
Do I expect them to do anything as a result?

• Some journals require you to “box” answers to these questions

4. Be unrealistic about the chances of success
Success rates – can be up to 90% rejection
Aim high but be realistic

Components of a research article
• Title:

Should make sense if you or a librarian were looking for it

• Introduction:

Starts with an issue or a problem
Summarises what the research says on the topic
Ends with a research question

• Method: Data collection – what we did and why
How we analysed the data
Ethics and approval process
18

Components of a research article
• Results
Who responded? Who did we interview? What evidence did we find?
Describe your most important findings in order
Use appropriate methods to show the power of our findings- qual or quant
statistics
• Discussion
Summarise the most important finding briefly – relates to research question
Say what the paper adds
Describe the limitations of the study
What do this study and its findings mean for patients, clinicians, policy makers
and researchers?
What key questions remain for care, implementation, policy, research?
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Just a word about predatory publishing…
A publication isn’t a
publication – reputation and
quality matter

5. Don’t spend enough time on your title and abstract
BMJ accepts or rejects ~15-25% of papers on the abstract alone
(Groves T, Abbasi K. Screening research papers by reading abstracts. BMJ.2004;329(7464):470-1.)

Think like a reviewer – in preview and review
Title
• The title should be clear and informative and should reflect the aim and
approach of the work.
• The title should be as specific as possible while still describing the full range
of the work. Does the title, seen in isolation, give a full yet concise and
specific indication of the work reported?
• The title should not mention results or conclusions.
• Avoid: overly clever or punny titles that will not fare well with search
engines or international audiences; titles that are too short to be
descriptive or too long to be read; jargon, acronyms, or trade-marked terms
22

Think like a reviewer – in preview and review

Abstract
The abstract should be a concise (200 words or less), stand-alone summary of the paper, with 1-2 sentences
on each of these topics:

Background: What issues led to this work? What is the environment that makes this work
interesting or important?
Aim: What were the goals of this work? What gap is being filled?
Approach: What went into trying to achieve the aims (e.g., experimental method, simulation
approach, theoretical approach, combinations of these, etc.)? What was actually done?
Results: What were the main results of the study (including numbers, if appropriate)?
Conclusions: What were the main conclusions? Why are the results important? Where will they
lead?
The abstract should be written for the audience of this journal: don’t assume too much or too little
background with the topic.
Ensure that all of the information found in the abstract also can be found in the body of the paper.
Ensure that the important information of the paper is found in the abstract.
Avoid: using the first paragraph of the introduction as an abstract; citations in the abstract; acronyms (but if
used, spell them out); referring to figures or tables from the body of the paper; use of the first person; use
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of words like “new” or “novel, or phrases like “in this paper,” “we report,” or “will be discussed.”

Think like a reviewer – in preview and review
Introduction
• Indicate the field of the work, why this field is important, and what has
already been done (with proper citations).
• Indicate a gap, raise a research question, or challenge prior work in this
territory.
• Outline the purpose and announce the present research, clearly indicating
what is novel and why it is significant.
Avoid: repeating the abstract; providing unnecessary background
information; exaggerating the importance of the work; claiming novelty
without a proper literature search.
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6. Do poor research or don’t explain it enough detail
• Describe how the results were generated with sufficient detail so that an
independent researcher (working in the same field) could reproduce the
results sufficiently to allow validation of the conclusions.
• Has the chosen method been justified?
• Are data analysis and statistical approaches justified, with assumptions
and biases considered?

Think like a reviewer – in preview and review
Method (Materials, Theory, Design, Modelling, etc.)
• Describe how the results were generated with sufficient detail so that an
independent researcher (working in the same field) could reproduce the results
sufficiently to allow validation of the conclusions.
• Can the reader assess internal validity (conclusions are supported by the results
presented)?
• Can the reader assess external validity (conclusions are properly generalized beyond
these specific results)?
• Has the chosen method been justified?
• Are data analysis and statistical approaches justified, with assumptions and biases
considered?
Avoid: including results in the Method section; including extraneous details
(unnecessary to enable reproducibility or judge validity); treating the method as a
chronological history of what happened; unneeded references to commercial products;
references to “proprietary” products or processes unavailable to the reader.
26

7. Overreach on your conclusions
• Do the conclusions answer the research questions initially posed?
• Provide the most general claims that can be supported by the evidence.

Think like a reviewer – in preview and review

Results and Discussion
• Present the results of the paper, in logical order, using tables and graphs as
necessary.
• Explain the results and show how they help to answer the research questions
posed in the Introduction. Evidence doesn’t explain itself; the results must be
presented and then explained.
• Typical stages in the discussion: summarizing the results, discussing whether
results are expected or unexpected, comparing these results to previous work,
interpreting and explaining the results (often by comparison to a theory or
model), and hypothesizing about their generality.
• Discuss any problems or shortcomings encountered during the course of the
work.
• Discuss possible alternate explanations for the results.
Avoid: presenting results that are never discussed; presenting discussion that
doesn’t relate to any of the results; presenting results and discussion in
chronological order rather than logical order; ignoring results that don’t support
the conclusions; drawing conclusions from results without logical arguments to
28
back them up.

Think like a reviewer – in preview and review

Conclusions
• Provide a very brief summary of the Results and Discussion.

• Emphasize the implications of the findings, explaining how the work is significant
and providing the key message(s) the author wishes to convey.
• Provide the most general claims that can be supported by the evidence.
• Provide a future perspective on the work.
Avoid: repeating the abstract; repeating background information from the
Introduction; introducing new evidence or new arguments not found in the Results
and Discussion; repeating the arguments made in the Results and Discussion;
failing to address all of the research questions set out in the Introduction.
29

Think like a reviewer – in preview and review
Chris Mack, Journal of Micro/Nanolithography, MEMS, and MOEMS 14(2), 020101 (2015)

Organization, length, and clarity
• Is the work well organized and structured so that conclusions logically
follow from results that logically follow from the methods used? Do
those conclusions answer the research questions initially posed?
• Make sure the length of the manuscript is appropriate. Does the
knowledge gained by the reader justify the time spent reading?
• Is the thought process clear? Is clear language used (claiming neither
more nor less than can be justified)?
30

8. Produce a poorly written piece of work
• Is the work well organized and structured so
that conclusions logically follow from results
that logically follow from the methods used?
• Make sure the length of the manuscript is
appropriate. Does the knowledge gained by
the reader justify the time spent reading?

• Is the thought process clear? Is clear language
used (claiming neither more nor less than can
be justified)?

9. Don’t read and follow the guidelines
•
•
•
•

Do exactly what you are asked to do.
Follow the referencing style
Read the guidelines for reviewers - this is how your paper will be evaluated.
Write a good cover letter to the editor – why should they publish your
paper?
• Wiley and Sons (publisher of AJRH) have a wide range of resources
(including videos) and guidelines for authors and reviewers.
https://authorservices.wiley.com/Reviewers/journal-reviewers/index.html

10. Give up at the first rejection
• Five forms of rejection
•
•
•
•
•

Rejected by editor
Rejected by reviewers – editor agrees
Rejected but suggest rewrite and resubmit
Make amendments and re-review
Make amendments to editor’s satisfaction

10. Give up at the first rejection
Submissions

141

Desk Rejections

58

Reviewed

83

Major Revision

37

Minor Revision

17

3rd revision

24

Reject after review

7

• Any invitation to have another
go is worth it.
• All papers are improved by
review – don't get discouraged
but learn from it.
• Respond quickly – they may
have your paper in mind for an
upcoming issue
AJRH 2016

NEW Submission Statistics

2017
1st JAN – 18th SEPT
YTD

Original Research

76

Systematic Review

3

Quality Improvement report

6

Short Report

22

Letter to the editor

0

Practice Pointer

-

Special Issue Article

0

TOTAL:
Accept/Reject Ratio (1st Jan-18th Sept 2017)
Accept/Reject Ratio (1st Jan-18th Sept 2016)

107
2017:60% Reject (40% Accept)
2016: 61% Reject (39% Accept)
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Is publishing the end of the story – will anyone
read it?
• See the paper through to the end – check proofs
• Promoting your publication
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Desk Rejections
Reviewed
Major Revision
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3rd revision
Reject after review

141
58
83
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24
7
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Playing the sheriff
RURAL HEALTH SHERIFF’S OFFICE

Why do papers get rejected by AJRH
• Papers are not about rural health
• Authors have not realised that this is a general journal
• The material is not new: does not add much
• The methods are not appropriate; do not support the results
• The results do not support the conclusions drawn from them
• Poor use of English; do not follow submission guidelines
• Sometimes just bad luck; we had 10 papers on this in the last 3 months
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HOW TO PUBLISH?

Understanding reviewer/editor expectations
Journal requirements
•
•
•
•
•

Journal guidelines
Relevance for journal readership
Reporting guidelines (COREC, PRISMA)
Plain English language
Ethics

Writing requirements
•
•

Detailed description of key background literature
Discussion (referring back to original aims)

Other considerations
•
•

Topical articles
Working with reviews (it is okay to disagree if you
have a rationale)

Generating ideas
Questions:
•
•
•
•
•

Do I have a story to tell?
Do I have an audience to tell it to?
Available data
Who, what, when, where, how, why?
PICO for clinical questions:
•
•
•
•

Patient/population
Intervention
Comparison
Outcome

Generating ideas
List of potential topics
• Quality improvements (operations of the practice,
clinical care, population health)
• Unexpected clinical events / adverse drug events
• Reflections on clinical practice / working as a rural
health practitioner
• New ways of working in the bush / addressing resource
limitations in the bush
• Supervising students in the bush and implications
for practice

Stepping from an idea to submission
- Possible ideas - Innovative approaches to addressing resource limitations in the bush
- Utilising students to increase workforce capacity in the bush
- Challenges to addressing patient needs in the bush
- Reflections on working as a rural health practitioner
- Innovative ways to addressing clinical problems
- Increasing patient access to other therapies
- Quality improvements you have initiated
- Staff recruitment and retention issues
- Supervising students in the bush
- Reflections on clinical practice
- Unexpected clinical events
- Adverse drug events

Challenges of publication
•

Interest

•

Funding

•

Ethics

•

Write-up

•

Acceptance

•

Authorship

Types of publications
Journal articles:
•

Review

•

Editorial

•

Clinical case

•

Clinical trial

•

Original research

Types of publications https://www.rrh.org.au/journal/contribute

10 WAYS NOT TO GET YOUR PAPER
PUBLISHED
1.

Send it to the wrong journal

2.

Don’t plan for how your research will have impact

3.

Don’t make your contribution obvious

4.

Be unrealistic about the chances of success

5.

Don’t spend enough time on your title and abstract

6.

Do poor research or explain it poorly

7.

Overreach on your conclusions

8.

Produce a poorly written piece of work

9.

Don’t read and follow the guidelines

10.

Give up at the first rejection

Analysis

Manuscript types in AJRH
(In review)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Review
Research- Long/short
Analysis
Commentary
Practice pointer
Short (QI) Report
Letter to Editor

Example: Australian Journal of Rural Health

The writing process
Main principles of scientific writing:
• Clarity

• Cohesion / order
• Consistency
• Conciseness

• Completeness
• Convention

The

6C’s

Timing your publication
No rules of “when”, depends on:
• Relevance to current health issues

• Recency of data
• Change of policies/guidelines
• New medications/treatments
• Controversial topics
• Calls for special journal editions

Establishing a publication support network
• What are the functions of a publication support network?

• What is the composition of a publication support
network?

Librarians

People
from other
health
disciplines

People
from own
discipline

People
from nonhealth
disciplines

Students

The submission/post submission process
• Decide on an appropriate journal
• Look at journal’s author guidelines
• Collate information needed for submission:
• Author details (institution, title, degree, email addresses)
• Conflict of interest forms
• Acknowledgements
• Funding sources

• Keywords, word limits, etc.

The writing process
Structure of a journal article:
• Abstract
• Introduction/background
• Methods

• Results
• Discussion

• Conclusion
• Disclosures

• References

The writing process
ACTIVITY

1. Read through the two different abstracts reporting the same
study.
2. Comment on how the abstracts compare for each of the
following principles of scientific writing.
- Clarity
- Cohesion / order
- Consistency
- Conciseness
- Completeness
- Convention
3. Make a decision on which abstract best addresses
these principles.

Rules of authorship
- Why does author order matter? •

The first author

•

The last author

Rules of authorship
- Common methods for listing authors •

Relative contribution

•

Alphabetical list

•

Multiple first authors

•

Multiple last authors

•

Negotiated order

Rules of authorship
- Who is an author? •

Substantial contributors

•

Drafting the work or revising it critically for
important intellectual content

•

Final approval of the version to be published

•

Agreement to be accountable for all aspects
of the work in relation to accuracy

Rules of authorship
- Non-author contributors •

Contributors who meet fewer than all 4 of the
above criteria for authorship should not be listed as
authors

•

They should be acknowledged

Rules of authorship
- Author responsibilities & Conflict of interest •

Participants

•

Reporting conflict of interest

The submission/post submission process
Timing

• Time of submission to first decision: 3-6 months
Outcome of submission:

•
•
•
•
•

Reject before peer review
Minor revision – accept
Major revision – resubmit possibly accept
Reject after peer review
Accept as is

Revision process:
• Respond to reviewers comments, revise paper
and resubmit

The submission/post submission process
Reasons for not making it to peer review:
1. It fails the technical screening
2. It does not fall within the aims and scope
3. It's incomplete
4. The procedures and/or analysis of the data is seen
to be defective
5. The conclusions cannot be justified on the basis of
the rest of the paper
6. It's simply a small extension of a different paper,
often from the same authors
7. It's incomprehensible
https://www.elsevier.com/connect/8-reasons-i-rejected-your-article

Think like a reviewer – in preview and review
1. Should the manuscript be rejected?
Reject the manuscript if one or more of the answers to the following questions is no. Support
all no answers with specific reasons.
Does the content of the manuscript match the scope of the journal?
If no: Is there a journal with a better match?
Does the manuscript present novel results (with the exception of review papers and the
like)?
If no: Did the author(s) fail to distinguish what was novel? Where was similar content published?
Are the results significant enough to be worth reading about (and thus worth publishing)?
Will it impact the thoughts or actions of its readers?
If no: Is it possible to increase the significance with more data, different analysis, improved
theoretical treatment, etc.? Would a different audience (different journal) find the work more
significant?
Does the data support the conclusions (i.e., is the quality of the research sufficiently high)?
If no: Can the conclusions be scaled back to what the data allow, and if so, would the results still
be significant? Is it possible to add more data/theoretical treatment/etc. to enable the
conclusions to be supported?
Is the writing of sufficient quality to allow the above points to be evaluated?
If no: What suggestions would help the author(s) get the manuscript in better shape (e.g.,
English-language editing, better organization, etc.)?
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Powell, K. (2016). "Does it take too long to publish research?" Nature
530(7589): 148-151.
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Advice for reviewers
(From Wiley and Sons)

• Wiley and Sons have a wide range of resources (including videos) and
guidelines for authors and reviewers. It is worthwhile reading the
guidelines for reviewers, because this is how your paper will be
evaluated.
• Link
https://authorservices.wiley.com/Reviewers/journalreviewers/index.html
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Responding to reviewer comments
Comment

Response

Did not provide an overview of the evidence
involving service users - Literature was surface level

We described the evidence base, shortcomings and
how this was the first methodologically

Regional Australia not relevant to international
audience

We made reference to countries that experience
workforce maldistribution

Did not acknowledge our biases

We reported our individual view points

How did you achieve saturation of data?

We challenged this one, by describing no new
themes were emerging

Why in your method did you aim to interview every
second patient?

We introduced some science into the process, rather
than self-selecting

Collection of qualitative data from a single source is
not a limitation

We challenged this one

Missing references identified

This was a school boy error, and was subsequently
fixed

I was struck by the lack of a theoretical framework,
We thanked the reviewer and put one in
but then I realised that is because you don’t offer one

Have we covered everything? 
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do good research
Choose the right journal – have any of the references been published in the same journal
Pay attention to detail in the preparation – follow the instructions meticulously
Write well
Write for the reader – key messages, who wants to read your work, what impact will it
have versus how can I get the most papers out of this work (salami slice), what do I want
to say, how can I show how much work I have done
Write the cover letter to the editor well
Clear review – up to date with relevant papers
Be able to articulate your contribution – why does your contribution matter and to
whom. How can your research be used, what is new?
How does it add to the research that is being published at the time
Endnote

